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SUMMARY 
Flight tests and analog-c~mputer studies using flight-test results 
have been made of a swept -wing jet fighter in the landing condition to 
determine the factors which influence a pilot in selecting the minimum 
approach speed for carrier-type landings. 
Many of the factors which influenced the pilot in the determination 
of the approach speed of this airplane occurred in approximately the 
same speed range, and the quantitative determination of the influence of 
each factor was not possible in these tests. Loss of lateral-control 
effectiveness with increasing angle of attack limited the approach speed 
in rough air but was of secondary importance in smooth air. Poor alti -
tude and speed control at speeds below that for minimum drag was a major 
factor as was the loss of longitudinal static stability at high angles 
of attack. Engine thrust response was sluggish at low speeds and con-
tributed to poor wave-off performance. Visibility over the nose of the 
airplane was inadequate at low speeds, and touchdown-attitude restric-
tions by the landing-gear configuration were considered objectionable . 
INTRODUCTION 
The requirements for strength and capacity of arresting-gear equip-
ment have been greatly increased with the modern jet-driven carrier -
based airplanes as compared with earlier aircraft generations. This 
increase in demands on arresting equipment has arisen largely from the 
greater mass and higher stalling speeds of the newer airplanes. How- . 
ever, another important factor is the t endency for these newer airplanes 
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to require a relatively large speed margin abov~ the stall for safe 
operation in carrier - type landing approaches. This tendency toward 
larger approach- speed margins is of considerable concern to the NavY. 
Because of the uncertainty of the causes) the higher approach speeds 
cannot be rationally accounted for in predi cting arresting-equipment 
requirement s for future airplanes . 
The high approach- speed margins have been attributed by pilots to 
a variety of factors, including difficulty of controlling altitude and 
speed at lower speeds, touchdown-attitude l imitations, visibility det e -
rioration at high attitudes) and wave - off response. 
An investigation in the form of an analog study of some effects of 
airplane configuration on the response to longitudinal control was made 
and is reported in reference 1 . An investigation of landing-approach 
characteristics repor ted in reference 2 showed the effects of boundary-
layer control in flight tests of a swept-wing fighter . Flight and simu-
lator studies of some effects of airplane and engine configurations on 
the minimum approach speed for carrier-type landings were made in 
reference 3 . 
In t he investigation described in this paper, an attempt has been 
made to evaluate quantitatively some of the factors involved in the 
pilots' choice of approach speeds for carrier-type landings and to study 
the problems encountered at speeds lower than the recommended approach 
speed . Fli ght tests were made with a Grumman F9F- 7 airplane , a jet 
fighter intended for carrier operation. The airplane was flown by one 
pilot for all flight t ests . Flight measurements of longitudinal a ero-
dynamic characteristics including longitudi nal stability derivatives 
and some measurements of lateral-control characteristics wer e made at 
altitudes of several thousand feet . Measurements of longitudinal air -
plane motions and control deflections were recorded near the ground 
during field - carrier landings . The landings were made at and below the 
minimum recommended carrier approach speed (ref. 4) . The time histories 
of field - carr ier landings presented in this report were made with an 
Allison J33 -A-16A engine installed in the airplane . Measurements in 
several landing approaches were also recorded for a Pratt & Whitney 
J48-p-8 engine installation but are not presented as time histories 
because no significant differ ences wer e noted in the time histories . 
Data obtained in landing approaches with each of the two engines are 
included in a brief statistical study of the elevator and throttle move -
ments used by the pilot during the approaches . Transient thrust char -
acterist ics of bot h engines were measured on the ground. 
Comput a t ions of t he airplane motions and elevator movements in a 
"high dip" (a command from t he landing - signal officer for an altitude 
loss) maneuver at dif fer ent air speeds were made by an analog- computer 
simulation of the F9F - 7 airpl ane equipped with an autopilot sensitive 
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to changes in altitude, attitude angle, pitching velocity, and flight -
path angle . The analog study was made with the assumption of a constant 
throttle setting and was intended to determine the airplane response to 
elevator movements necessary for altitude control. 
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SYMBOLS 
normal acceleration, g units 
mean aerodynamic chord 
drag coefficient 
gross drag coefficient uncorrected for effects of control 
deflection and pitching velocity 
lift coefficient 
gross lift coefficient uncorrected for effects of control 
deflection and pitching velocity 
rate of change of lift coefficient with elevator deflection 
per degree 
pitching-moment coefficient about .Q. 
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rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient with elevator 
deflection per degree 
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differential operator with r espect to time , d/dt 
gross thrust, lb 
net thrust, lb 
fllilctions 
acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec 2 
altitude, ft 
altitude prescribed for standard maneuver used for input 
of analog computer, ft 
altitude change, ft 
moment of inertia in pitch, slug-ft2 
static pressure, lb/sq ft 
tail-pipe total pressure, lb/sq ft 
dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 
wing area, sq ft 
time, sec 
veloCity, ft/sec llilless otherwise noted 
calibrated airspeed, knots 
equivalent calibrated airspeed, v V 14,830 knots 
c W' 
initial airspeed prescribed for standard maneuver for input 
of analog computer, ft/sec 
time rate of change of veloCity, ft/sec2 
airplane weight, lb 
weight of inlet air, lb/sec 
distance of center of gravity from c/4 
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angle of attack of fuselage reference line} deg 
rate of change of angle of attack, radians/sec 
flight-path angle, positive in climb, deg 
rate of change of flight-path angle, radians/sec 
elevator deflection, deg 
initial elevator deflection, deg 
flaperon deflection, deg 
throttle deflection, deg 
attitude angle in pitch, positive with nose-up inclination 
of airplane, deg 
attitude-angle change, deg 
pitching velocity, radians/sec 
pitching acceleration, radians/sec 2 
attitude angle prescribed for standard maneuver for input 
of analog computer, deg 
mass density 
rolling acceleration, radians/sec2 
AIRPLANE AND TEST EQUIPMENT 
Airplane 
A swept-wing Grumman F9F- 7 jet-fighter airplane was used for the 
flight investigation herein . The flaps were fully deflected and the 
slats and landing gear were fully extended for all tests. A three-view 
drawing of the airplane with a sketch of the wing with slat extended 
and flap deflected is shown in figure 1. Photographs of the airplane 
are shown in figure 2 and pertinent dimensions of the airplane are listed 
in table I. 
Longitudinal control of the airplane is maintained by means of 
manually operated elevators. An increment of maneuvering-force gradient 
is provided by a bobweight (statically balanced by an equalizer spring 
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at 1 g ) attached to the forward control sector . A s tability spring) or 
system bungee) i s automatically coupled into the system with flaps down 
to improve static stability and provide satisfactory trim change at low 
speeds . A pull static for ce of about 15 pounds i s re~uired to hold the 
stick in neutral on the ground at zero speed with flaps down . The air -
plane is trimmed by means of an electrically adjustable stabilizer . 
Spoiler -ailerons) which are called flaperons) are used for lateral 
control of the airplane . These spoilers) or flaperons) are attached at 
their leading edge by means of a piano-type hinge t o the upper surface 
of the wing at about the 70-percent - chord line and extend from 46 per -
cent to 96 percent of the wing semispan . The flaperon chord perpendicu-
lar to the hinge line is about 12 inches . The flaperons are actuated 
hydraulically) and lateral ~control feel is provided by a centering spring 
and cam attached to the stick . The feel for full stick travel is about 
16 pounds . The variation of stick for ce with flaperon deflection is 
nonlinear and exhibits considerable hysteresis. Lateral trim is pro-
vided by a small trimmer aileron on the left wing tip. 
Directional control was obtained by means of r udder pedals mechani -
cally linked to the rudder . The airplane was e~uipped with an electronic 
yaw damper which was in operation on "high" gain during the tests . The 
ranges of control motions are given in table II. 
Ins trument s 
All measurements were recorded phot ographically by standard NACA 
recording instruments which were synchronized by a O.l-second timer. 
The range and the reading accuracy of the instruments are listed in 
table I I I . The overall accuracy is believed to be within about twice 
the reading accuracy of the inst rument s . Corr ections for lag of the 
r ecording instruments were applied in the data analysis. 
Control motions of the t hrot tle) elevator) stabilizer) and flaperons 
were obtained from control posit i on recorders. Angular velocities and 
angular accelerations in pitch a nd r oll were r ecorded by angular -velocity 
and acceleration recorders. Mechanical accelerometers recorded normal 
and longitudinal accelerations. Attitude-angle measurements were made 
with a sun camera as described in reference 5. The uncorrected angle of 
attack was obtained from a vane mounted on a nose boom about 68 inches 
ahead of the airplane. Free - stream temperature was obtained from a 
r es istance bulb mounted under the fuselage . 
Measurements of impact pressure and static pressure were obtained 
by using a pitot - static head mounted on the nose boom. The stat ic -
pressure source was about 83 inches (or about 1.1 times the maximum 
fuselage diameter) ahead of the nose of the airplane. A statoscope was 
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used to measure differential static pressure in order to determine small 
altitude changes from a reference altitude of the pilot's choice. 
Mea surement of t ail-pipe t otal pressure was from a single small 
pitot tube mounted about 14 inches behind the turbine blades and 
2.5 inches from the wall of the tail pipe. Measurement of inlet total 
pressure was from a pitot tube mounted normal to and about an inch from 
the forward engine-inlet screen . The tail-pipe pressure was measured 
by using the static -pressure source for a reference pressure and the 
inlet pr essure was referenced to the total pressure from the nose boom. 
A static-thrust stand was used to measure thrust on the ground with a 
maximum error of about ±50 pounds . 
PROCEDURES 
Calibration of Airspeed Head and Angle-of-Attack Vane 
The airspeed installation was calibrated by pacing the F9F-7 air-
plane with an airplane having an airspeed installation with an estab-
lished calibration. 
The angle-of -attack vane wa~ calibrated by measuring the attitude 
angle with the sun camera and by determining the average flight-path 
angle in several level-flight runs which were at constant speed and 
covered the angle-of-attack range necessary for these t ests . The meas -
ured flow angle of the vane was corrected for boom misalignment, boom 
bending, and the effects of pitching velocity . 
Thrust Measurement s 
Gross thrust and tail-pipe pressure were calibrated on a static -
thrust stand by operation at various desired stabilized engine speeds. 
Measurement of total pressure at a single point in the tail pipe was 
used as an index of gross thrust . The variat ion of the ratio of gross 
thrust to static pressure Fg/P with the ratio of tail-pipe total pres-
sure to stat ic pressure Pt/p obtained in the calibration was used to 
determine gross thrust in flight. Net thrust in flight was obtained as 
the gross thrust minus the initial momentum rate of the inlet air as 
shown in the following e~uation : 
= F _ waV 
g g 
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Estimation of the mass rate of airflow was made from charts in the 
engine manufacturer's handbook by using engine speed, free - stream tem-
perature, and the total pressure measured at the forward engine screen. 
Errors in net thrust resulting from the use of only one pickup location 
for measurement of the engine inlet total pressure are believed to be 
small for these low-speed tests. 
Transient thrust characteristics of the engine were obtained on 
the ground by abrupt movements of the throttle while continuous records 
were made by using the airplane instrumentation. 
Longitudinal Stability and Control 
Measurements were first made to obtain gross values of aerodynamic 
lift coeffiCient, aerodynamic drag coefficient, and angle of attack with-
out correction for effect s of stabilizer deflection, elevator deflection, 
or pitching velocity. The lift and drag coefficients were obtained from 
measurements taken in level trimmed flight, push-pull maneuvers, and a 
stall. 
Stability derivatives were calculated from data obtained in level 
flight and push-pull maneuvers at center-of-gravity locations varying 
from 27 percent to 30 percent mean aerodynamic chord. The values of 
CL, CL5e , (CL~ + C~), Cm' Cm5e ' and (C~ + Cmn) at several fixed 
angles of attack were evaluated by a least-s~uares method using the 
e~uations of motion in matrix form in a manner similar to that in refer- ~ 
ence 6. The determinations of pitching-moment coefficients were made 
by using measurements of pitching acceleration. Inasmuch as pitching 
accelerations were measured directly and the stability derivatives varied 
with angle of attack, the e~uations of motion were not changed to the 
integral form as in reference 6. 
The effect s of pitching velOCity, rate of change of angle of attack, 
and elevator deflection on the drag coefficient were approximated as a 
combined effect resulting from lift changes produced by the combination . 
The gross drag coefficient was found to vary in the following manner: 
where 
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The equation representing the best fit to the flight data was found to 
be 
Lateral Control 
9 
Flaperon control data were obtained from maneuvers in which 
flaperon-control movements were initiated from straight and level 
flight and the airplane was allowed to roll beyond the angle of bank 
necessary to obtain the peak in rolling velocity. A chain fastened to 
the stick provided a stop for sidewise motion and thus permitted nearly 
step-input stick motions. 
Field-Carrier Landings 
Field-carrier landings at the Naval Test Center, Patuxent, Maryland, 
were made in order to investigate handling qualities of the airplane at 
normal carrier approach speeds and also at slower speeds which were con-
sidered unsatisfactory for carrier-type approaches. All approaches and 
landings were directed by a qualified landing-signal officer who was sta-
tioned on the runway about 4,000 feet from the approach end. The stand-
ard operational practices were modified slightly to allow for a longer 
straight-in final approach in order for the airplane to land on the run-
way in the event that an inadvertent excessive rate of descent resulted 
in a landing short of the intended area. This was a real possibility at 
the very slow approach speeds. The pilot's opinion was that this varia-
tion from the standard pattern had little or no effect on his evaluation 
of the approach problem. 
The landings were made only in daylight with wind velocities of 
about 4 or 5 knots with very little turbulence. 
The airplane approached the end of the runway about 25 feet above 
the ground with an airspeed somewhat above the speed intended for inves-
tigation. The pilot maintained nearly constant altitude and gradually 
reduced his speed to the intended steady value for the final portion of 
the approach up to the "cut" point. This portion of the approach gener-
ally occurred in the last 10 seconds before the cut. Data were recorded 
in the final approach over the runway and records were also obtained in 
a wave-off resulting from a missed approach. 
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Analog Simulat ion of Airplane and Pilot 
I n an effort to determine what the response of the pilot and air -
plane would be to the att empted performance of a simple maneuver (high 
dip) at various airspeeds) the longitudinal motions of the airplane 
under the control of an autopilot were calculated with an analog com-
puter . The longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients and stability deriva -
tives which were evaluated from flight data as nonlinear functions of 
angle of attack were used in the following equations of motion of the 
airplane : 
v 
Fng sin (~ _ 1 . 30 ) _ g cos L 
WV V 
The input to the analog computer included fixed values of air den-
sity) thrust ) weight) and center - of-gravity location as well as initial 
values of airspeed) angle of attack) and flight -path angle . The auto -
matic pilot contr olled the longitudinal motion of the airplane by 
deflecting the elevator as a function of pitching velocity) flight -path 
angle) and the difference between the altitude and attitude angle of 
the airplane f r om the programed time histories of altitude and atitude 
angle for the high dip . The equation for the output of the autopilot 
was 
+Kl(h - h' ) + K2(e - e ,) + K3L + K4e 
1 + 0 . 2D 
wher e Kl ) K2) K3) and K4 wer e ga in settings of the au
topilot . The 
gai n settings and time lag of t he aut opilot were intended to simulate 
crudel y a human pilot . A simplified illustration of the airplane and 
autopilot system is shown in t he block diagram of figure 3. 
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The programed time histories of altitude and attitude angle in the 
maneuver are shown in figure 4. Gain settings for the autopilot were 
selected in such a way as to perform the maneuver at 145 knots reasonably 
well with a damped motion. The adjustments were made at an initial 
veloCity of 145 knots because the airplane responded reasonably well in 
flight at that speed. 
A comparison of the computed motions of the airplane (without auto-
pilot) with an actual flight maneuver was made by approximating the ele-
vator deflection recorded in a flight maneuver with a step function for 
the input to the analog computer. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Measurement of Airplane and Engine Characteristics 
Engine thrust response.- Response to abrupt throttle movements of 
the Allison J33-A-16A and Pratt & Whitney J48-p-8 engines installed in 
the F9F - 7 airplane is shown in figure 5. Throttle motions faster than 
some fixed rate (not determined by these tests) have no effect on the 
rapidity of thrust increase or decay. Beyond this limiting rate of 
throttle movement) engine acceleration and deceleration are governed 
only by the engine control unit and inertia. 
For the approaches recorded in these tests) the pilot's throttle 
movements were nearly step inputs and therefore were more rapid than the 
engine response. In the opinion of the pilot the thrust response of the 
J33 -A-16A engine was slow . The slow response of this engine caused him 
concern because the thrust response was not fast enough to correct or 
hold constant the desired speed and altitude. This effect became more 
noticeable as the speed was decreased below 120 knots and was completely 
unsatisfactory at the lowest speeds of about 105 knots (approximately 
2)500 pounds of fuel remaining). 
The thrust response of the J48-p-8 engine was different in that the 
rate of thrust increase was twice that of the J33-A-16A engine. The 
maximum static thrust of both engines installed in the airplane was about 
the same for standard sea- level conditions. The pilot felt that the 
increased rate of change of thrust provided by the J48-p-8 engine was a 
significant improvement; however) at speeds below the recommended approach 
speed (about 120 knots) the engine thrust response was still not fast 
enough to correct deviations in speed and altitude as quickly as desired . 
Trim lift coefficient and drag coefficient.- The variations of gross 
lift coefficient with drag coefficient and angle of attack are shown in 
figure 6 . The values contain the effects of stabilizer and elevator 
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deflection and pitching velocity but, except for induced-flow effects, 
do not include thrust forces on the airplane. The scatter of data in 
the maneuver is not large since the pitching velocity in the maneuver 
was small . The break in the lift curve and the large drag increase at 
angles above 100 indicate the influence of separation on the sweptback 
Wing. The large hysteresis loops in the variations of lift coefficient 
and drag coefficient with angle of attack in the stall apparently result 
from delay in reattachment of separated flow. The individual data points 
were obtained in succession at l-second intervals in the stall recovery. 
Speed for minimum drag.- The variation with airspeed of maximum 
available thrust and the variation with airspeed of drag computed for 
an approach with no thrust and for a power approach are shown in fig-
ure 7. These values have been computed for an airplane gross weight 
of 14,830 pounds which is typical for landing. 
The speed for minimum drag (about 120 knots) corresponds closely 
with the speed at which the pilot began to recognize poor speed control. 
The pilot reported increasing~y greater difficulty in maintaining con-
stant speed and altitude as speeds were reduced below the speed for 
minimum drag. The speed for minimum drag has also been found to be a 
significant factor in the selection of approach speed for another swept-
wing fighter airplane (ref. 2). An analysis of stability of an airplane 
for speeds below the speed for minimum drag is given in reference 7. 
Figure 8 illustrates the divergence in speed which occurs when the 
pilot attempts to hold constant altitude after a drag disturbance at a 
speed below the speed for minimum drag. A drag brake was opened in 
flight (at time = 0) then closed to slow the airplane from its trim 
speed with the throttle setting remaining constant. The measured air-
speed was converted to equivalent calibrated airspeed for an airplane 
gross weight of 14,830 pounds. At speeds below that for minimum drag, 
the decreased speed resulted in increased drag and a resulting thrust 
deficiency which caused a continued decrease in speed and increase in 
drag. At speeds above that for minimum drag the decreased speeds resulted 
in decreased drag and a thrust excess which returned the airplane to its 
original airspeed. The inadvertent altitude changes which occurred during 
the runs were small and the resulting exchange of potential and kinetic 
energy had little effect on the velocities. 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics.- A statistical analysis 
was made from data obtained in flight to determine the longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics. The variat"ions with angle of attack of 
the effects of pitching velocity, rate of change of angle of attack, and 
elevator deflection on the lift, drag, and pitching moments were deter-
mined for a range of angle of attack between 00 and 170 • The angle-of-
attack range was limited to include data for which sufficient measure-
ments were available. The effects of different stabilizer settings were 
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eliminated by correcting the elevator movements to deflections equivalent 
to a stabilizer setting of _2.80 • The ratio of stabilizer effectiveness 
to elevator effectiveness was found from flight measurements to be about 
2·5 · 
Variations of the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics with 
angle of attack are shown in figure 9 . The plot of lift coefficient due 
only to angle of attack CL shows that the lift-curve slope decreases 
at an angle of attack of about 110. 
cient with elevator deflection CLoe 
The rate of change of lift coeffi-
remains nearly constant over the 
entire range of angle of attack. The value of the combined derivative 
CL + CL., however, increases in an irregular manner with increasing q a, 
angle of attack. The cause of this behavior is unknown. 
The variation with angle of attack of the pitching-moment coeffi-
cient about the 25 percent mean aerodynamic chord and the effects of 
elevator deflection, pitching velocity, and rate of change of angle of 
attack on the pitching-moment coefficient are shown in figure 9(b). A 
pitching-moment break usually associated with tip stall occurs at an 
angle of attack of 120. Accuracy of the pitChing-moment variation with 
angle of attack at angles of attack from 150 to 170 is reduced because 
fewer data were available. The elevator effectiveness increases as angle 
of attack is increased from 80 to 120 and remains constant between 120 
and 170 • Damping in pitch remains nearly constant up to 80 angle of 
attack and increases with angle of attack up to 170 • 
The variation with angle of attack of drag due only to angle of 
attack is shown in figure 9(c) . 
stick-fixed neutral point. - The variation of neutral point with 
angle of attack is presented in figure 10. The neutral point was calcu-
lated by using the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics and stability 
derivatives of figure 9 . The neutral point remains at 33 percent mean 
aerodynamic chord as the angle of attack is increased to about 70 , after 
which it moves rearward as the angle increases to 110 , then, forward 
abruptly at angles greater than 110. The airplane becomes neutrally 
stable at lower angles of attack as fuel is consumed because of the 
rearward movement of the center of gravity. The center-of-gravity loca-
tion and weight of the airplane without fuel and with the fuel loading 
for each of six field - carrier approaches, which are discus?ed subse-
quently, are also shown in figure 10. The neutral-point shift probably 
results from changes in the stall area near the wing tip. The pilot 
believes the low, or negative, static margin causes him considerable 
difficulty in maintaining longitudinal ~ontrol in the approach. 
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Lateral control.- Loss in effectiveness of the flaperons at high 
angles of attack is apparent in figure 11 which shows the variation with
 
angle of attack of rolling acceleration divided by dynamic pressure for 
three flaperon -deflection angles . The data in figure 11 obtained at 
three fixed flaperon deflections were cross-plotted in figure 12 to indi-
cate the loss of flaperon effectiveness with approach speeds decreasing 
below 136 knots. The cross plots were calculated for a gross weight of 
14,830 pounds. Departure of the cross plots from linearity at low 
approach speeds is indicative of the growing region of low-energy flow 
on the upper surface of the wing as the boundary layer thickens and 
separation ultimately begins. 
The resulting "dead spot" in the effectiveness of the control at 
small deflections causes a lag of the airplane response to lateral con-
trol movement at low approach speeds . This lag would be expected to be, 
and was, objectionable to the pilot . For average weather conditions 
the pilot believes the minimum approach speed of this airplane to be 
limited because of loss in lateral- control effectiveness and he con-
siders approach speeds lower than about 120 knots to be dangerous. How-
ever, the lateral-control effectiveness was generally found to be ade-
quate at the lowest speeds of these tests in the relatively smooth air 
in which the approaches were made. 
Field-CalTier Landings 
Approaches at a shallow flight -path angle . - The time histories of 
measurements recorded in the fie l d - carrier landings are presented in 
figure 13. Measurements recorded during an approach in which the pilot 
took a wave - off are presented in figure 14. Because the gross weight 
of the airplane varied from 15,200 to 13,000 pounds as fuel was burned, 
the recorded airspeeds were corrected to show the airspeed that would 
have been necessary at the same angle of attack for a weight of 
14,830 pounds. 
The first and second landing approaches were performed at a speed 
near the minimum accepted as standard for carrier landings and field-
carrier landings under normal conditions. In the subsequent landings 
the pilot reduced the landing approach speed to the minimum he felt he 
could tolerate with a reasonable degree of safety for the special con-
ditions of these tests . This group of landings includes the lowest 
speed approaches made in the investigation. In all the landings, with 
the exception of the second landing, the pilot was able to maintain a 
flat appr oach at a nearly constant altitude of about 20 feet for about 
15 seconds preceding the cut signal . The second landing approach was 
different from the other approaches in that the pilot, in order to pass 
safely over a moving vehicle at the end of the runway, found it neces-
sary to maintain a higher altitude at first and then descend abruptly. 
I 
J 
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A discussion of each run in order of presentation in figure 13 is given 
in the following sections. 
Run 1: This approach was made at a speed near the minimum accepted 
for normal operation. The speed for this run was about the minimum-drag 
speed (about 120 knots) and the records show that only small movements 
of the throttle were made for speed control. The angle of attack was 
well below the angle for neutral stability. The pilot's opinion was 
that this approach was accomplished with less effort than was required 
in any of the other approaches presented in this investigation. 
Run 2 : In this approach) even though the speed and angle-of-attack 
range were similar to those of the previous approach) the difficulty 
involved in a more abrupt maneuver is apparent. After the rate of 
descent was started) the pilot had trouble in flaring. He was not able 
to control his rate of descent and almost landed short on the runway. 
The throttle was moved forward from about 390 to near 450 (an increase 
of thrust demand from 2)800 pounds to 4)000 pounds) and the angle of 
attack was increased from about 70 to about 120. After the desired alti-
tude was attained a good approach was made for 8 seconds preceding the 
cut. 
Run 3: This approach was made at a speed several knots below the 
speed for minimum drag. The static margin was less than for the pre-
vious approaches and the airplane was at times statically unstable. The 
pilot attained his desired speed at about 15 seconds before cut and) 
although he attempted to hold constant speed and altitude) the speed in 
the last 10 seconds fell to about 103 knots at the cut. As the speed 
decreased the throttle was moved forward in an effort to control the 
speed decrease. This indicates that speed control was not possible at 
a constant throttle setting. From -10 seconds to -7 seconds the speed 
decreased from 112 to 106 knots and the angle of attack was increased 
from 120 to about 140 in order to maintain altitude constant as the 
throttle was moved forward to decrease the deceleration. Flight-path 
control was unsatisfactory to the pilot. The last 3 seconds preceding 
the cut show the speed divergence at constant power. The speed decreased 
from 107 to 103 knots and the angle of attack was increased from 13 0 to 
160 . The pilot considers this deceleration to be excessive and very 
dangerous in carrier operation. 
Run 4: This approach was also made at speeds below the speed for 
minimum drag and the static margin was very small) or negative) over most 
of the approach. The pilot found altitude and speed control very diffi-
cult and moved the throttle frequently in an attempt to control the speed 
while holding altitude constant. The oscillations in angle of attack 
resulting from elevator movement were apparently an attempt to hold the 
lift constant a s speed changes occurred. The elevator movements just 
before the cut in this approach and in the preceding approach were of 
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greater frequency and amplitude than i h the first two landing approaches 
at the higher approach speed. 
Run 5: The speed of the airplane for this approach was about the 
same as for the previous approach . The static stability) in general) 
was also similar although the airplane was slightly more unstable for 
a very short time during this run. The pilot considered altitude and 
speed control to be extremely difficult and bordering on the impossible. 
The oscillations in airspeed and the frequent throttle movements show 
the difficulty of speed control. Angle-of-attack variations were made 
to hold lift constant as speed changed. Starting at about 7 seconds 
before the cut the pilot apparently had difficulty maintaining the 
proper phasing with the airplane response. This resulted in oscilla-
tions in the angle of attack between 120 and 150 and deviations in normal 
acceleration greater than previously encountered . Frequent adjustments 
and a large amount of throttle movement were made in an effort to main-
tain constant speed for the last 6 seconds. Control of speed was made 
more difficult by the lag in engine thrust response. (See fig. 5(a).) 
Run 6: In this approach the speed was slightly higher than for the 
previous approach and the airplane had a little more stability. However) 
the static margin was very small and the airplane oscillated into the 
unstable range shortly before the cut. Frequent movements of the throttle 
were used for speed control and flaperon motions for lateral control were 
large . The pilot's comments were about the same as for the previous 
approach . 
These six runs can be grouped to indicate three levels of piloting 
difficulty. The first two runs represent satisfactory conditions; how-
ever) it was very difficult to accomplish large and rapid changes in 
altitude as indicated in run 2. 
The third and sixth runs were made under conditions that are unsat-
isfactory and require a higher than normal level of skill to maintain 
constant altitude and speed. The difficulty is related to the small 
static margin) where the angle of attack was close to the neutral point) 
and to the low airspeed in the approaches. 
The fourth and fifth runs were made under conditions which are 
unacceptable and at times are very dangerous . The static margin is 
very small during the approach and at times the airplane is in the unsta-
ble region . The approach speeds were also below the speed for minimum 
drag. 
The pilot's opinion was that carrier-type approaches at equivalent 
speeds less than 120 knots should not be considered as safe approach 
speeds . At the lowest speeds the pilot felt that although he was able 
to change angle of attack he was not able to change appreciably flight-
path angle. 
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Even though the lateral control in these approaches was generally 
considered ade~uate when the air was very calm, brief encounters with 
turbulence in the approaches caused the pilot great concern and resulted 
in his use of large control deflections. Visibility over the nose was 
unsatisfactory at the highest attitude angles, especially when the con-
dition was aggravated by the necessity of "crabbing" the airplane toward 
the landing-signal officer for a crosswind landing. The pilot was some-
times concerned about striking the ground with the tail skid. 
Stall warning 
of the approaches. 
occurred at speeds 
the approach. 
in the form of buffeting was not encountered in any 
Other tests indicated that buffeting would have 
lower than those at which the airplane was flown in 
Wave-off following a missed approach.- The time histories of meas -
urements recorded during a low-speed approach and wave-off maneuver are 
shown in figure 14. The speed was conSiderably below that for minimum 
drag and the airplane generally had a very small amount of static sta-
bility or was unstable. The pilot felt that altitude control was very 
poor and speed control was very difficult. Large throttle movements 
were made in an attempt to maintain constant speed. The landing-signal 
officer observed the airplane settling nose-high and gave a come-on 
signal during the approach. This occurred at the time of about 6 sec -
onds, and a large throttle movement was used to check the decay in speed 
and settling of the airplane along the flight path. The pilot took a 
wave-off on this pass because the airplane was not steady in speed, 
altitude, or attitude. The decision to wave off was made at about 
19 seconds in the recorded portion of the run. The pilot considered 
the engine response to be much too slow and he thought the response was 
inade~uate to give him a sufficient increase in altitude to clear a 
15-foot Davis-type barrier. 
Statistical study of elevator and throttle movements.- The elevator 
and throttle motions for a considerable number of field-carrier landings 
made with two different engines installed in the airplane have been ana-
lyzed statistically for the last 20 seconds before throttle cut and the 
results are presented in figures 15 and 16. Data for the throttle 
motions for the last 5 seconds before cut are not included because few 
were made during this time interval. In the last 5 seconds the pilot 
apparently realized he was approaching the position for cut and there 
would be insufficient time for the airplane to respond to throttle manip-
ulation before he received a cut or wave-off signal. Data from field -
carrier landings made in the normal manner with the J48-p-8 engine 
installed in the airplane and with the J33-A-16A engine installation 
were included in the statistical analysis with the data made under the 
special conditions previously described. The data for both engines were 
grouped because no significant difference was found in the throttle 
motions for the two different engines. Although no consistent difference 
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could be found in the data, the pilot had a definite preference for the 
faster accelerating J48-p-8 engine . 
The rapid increase in the rate of elevator and throttle movement 
with angle of attack for the approach maneuvers is apparent (figs . 15 
and 16). The number of throttle changes per second also increased rap-
idly with angle of attack . The large increase of motions used by the 
pilot for both the elevator and engine controls substantiates the pilot's 
opinion of the poor flying qualities at low speeds and is indicative of 
the increased work the pilot performs at the low speeds . 
Analog Simulation of Airplane and Hypothetical Autopilot 
in High-Dip Maneuver at Constant Thrust 
A check to determine how well the airplane in the approach condi-
tion was simulated by the analog computer (Without autopilot) was made 
by comparing the output of the analog computer with the actual recorded 
motions of the airplane in a flight maneuver. The comparison was made 
by using a step input to the analog computer as an approximate repre -
sentation of the elevator-deflection time history obtained in a pull-up 
maneuver . The results, shown in figure 17, indicate that the airplane 
was reasonably simulated by the analog computer in a rapid pull-up 
maneuver . 
The ability of a hypothetical autopilot -airplane combination to 
follow a desired variation of altitude is demonstrated in the output of 
the analog computer shown in figure 18. The input task for the auto-
pilot was a maneuver requiring an altitude loss of 15 feet in a flight-
path distance of 1,200 feet, as shown in figure 4; the time required for 
the maneuver therefore varied inversely with approach speed. The initial 
thrust was held constant throughout the maneuvers . The output time his -
tories of altitude, attitude angle, angle of attack, elevator angle, 
and airspeed are presented for t he maneuvers starting from trimmed flight 
at three different airspeeds. 
The results indicate (fig . 18) that the autopilot performed the 
altitude change required in the initial part of the maneuver for all 
three approach speeds, 145 knots, 109 knots, and 102 knots, and used 
about the same amount of elevat or deflection for each speed . However, 
the autopilot did not adequately control the speed and altitude in the 
latter part of the maneuver at 109 and 102 knots. The frequency of 
elevat or mot ion was less at the low speeds since more time was available 
to complete the maneuver . The motions of the airplane appear to be 
adequately damped at all three speeds . Gain settings were kept constant 
for all speeds . The angle -of-attack range for the two lower approach 
speeds was sufficiently high so that the airplane had a negative static 
_._.-._-- --_._----- - -
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margin and, at the lowest approach speed, the angle of attack went as 
high as 180 • Although the automatic pilot was apparently able to con-
trol an unstable airplane for a specific set of conditions, this is no 
indication that the pilot would be willing to accept any considerable 
amount of instability in the landing approach. While making low-speed 
field-carrier landings the pilot preferred to fly in the angle-of-attack 
range where the airplane was stable with a small margin allowed for 
maneuvering the airplane. Occasionally the pilot increased the angle 
to the unstable range but only just prior to touchdown and considered 
the flying qualities of the airplane unsatisfactory in the unstable 
angle-of-attack range. 
The autopilot held the altitude nearly constant after completing 
the initial altitude change required at 145 knots but was unable to 
c~ntrol altitude with the same gain settings at 109 and 102 knots. The 
speed and altitude diverged continuously after the initial altitude 
change was completed in the maneuvers starting at 109 knots and 102 knots. 
This divergence has been shown to result from the manner in which drag 
varies with speed (fig. 7) and was demonstrated in flight (fig. 8). 
The autopilot did not have thrust control and operated at a constant 
gain setting for elevator control; therefore, the speed and altitude 
could not be kept constant. The pilot of the test airplane in actual 
approach maneuvers had difficulty in controlling speed and altitude at 
speeds below 120 knots (the speed for minimum drag) even though thrust 
control was available. The need for frequent thrust adjustment imposes 
an additional task on the pilot and, therefore, approaches at speeds 
below the speed for minimum drag are difficult. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Flight tests have indicated several factors which influence the 
pilot's selection of minimum speeds while flying a carrier-type landing 
approach in the Grumman F9F-7 airplane. The relative importance of these 
factors and the order of their occurrence are difficult to determine. 
Some of these factors occur abruptly whereas others steadily increase 
the difficulty of control as speed is decreased over a fairly large speed 
range. The factors influencing the approach speed of the test airplane 
are listed in an approximate order of occurrence as the approach speed 
is reduced: 
1. Lateral-control effectiveness has been shown to decrease rather 
abruptly and, in the opinion of the pilot, limits the minimum approach 
speed in rough air to approximately 120 knots at 14,830 pounds gross 
weight (2,500 pounds fuel). This factor is of secondary importance in 
flight in calm air during which very little lateral control is necessary. 
L 
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2. Control of airspeed while flight-path angle is held constant . j 
or control of height while airspeed is held constant becomes increasingly 
diff icult as the approach speed is decreased below the speed for minimum 
drag . This lack of stability under constraint was demonstrated by flight 
maneuvers, drag variations with airspeed, and analog-computer studies . 
3 . Approaches must be made at an angle of attack less than the 
angle of attack at which control difficulty is experienced in order to 
allow some margin for maneuvering the airplane . This allowance for 
maneuvering must be made regardless of the cause of the difficulty and 
results in an increased approach speed. In these tests, the pilot made 
approaches with a smaller margin for maneuvering than would be consid-
ered safe for usual field-carrier landings. 
4. The static margin decreased abruptly at high angles of attack 
and the airplane became statically unstable. The pilot felt this insta-
bility was serious and caused him considerable difficulty in the landing 
approach. The center of gravity of the airplane moved rearward as fuel 
was used and resulted in decreased static margins for a specific angle 
of attack. 
5. The engine thrust response of the Allison J33-A-16A engine was 
comparatively slow . The Pratt & Whitney J48-p-8 engine provided a sig -
nificant improvement but the pilot considered the thrust response inade-
Quate for proper speed control below 120 knots. Consideration of the 
airplane's poor wave -off performance at low speeds probably had some 
influence on the pilot's approach speed. 
6 . Visibility over the nose of the airplane was inadeQuate at the 
lowest speeds of these tests. Consideration of visibility reQuirements 
is believed to be very important, especially in the design of airplanes 
having low-aspect -ratio and swept-back wings. 
7 . Touchdown restrictions by the landing -gear configuration were 
cons i der ed objectionable for this airplane and the tail skid made first 
contact a few times . Although carrier landings are generally made with 
a slight decrease in attitude angle after the cut, the decrease does not 
always prevent striking the tail skid first and damage may result if the 
landing is made at a high rate of sink. 
8 . stall warning, such as buffeting or abrupt wing drop, was not 
encountered in the approaches made in these t ests . However, a stall 
warning encountered in approaches in a different airplane configuration 
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might have an important influence and would possibly limit the approach 
speed. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., May 23, 1957. 
l_ 
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TABLE I 
PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF AIRPLANE 
General: 
Span, in. 
Length-flight attitude , in. 
Height, in .. 
Empty weight, lb 
Weight at take-off, lb 
De sign gros s wei ght including external stores 
(catapulting), lb ........ . 
Moment of inertia in pitch, s lug_ft 2 . . . . 
Wings: 
Type 
Airfoil s ection . . . . . . . . . . 
Chord at airplane "center line , in. 
Chord at tip, i n .. 
InCidence, deg .... 
Dihedral, deg . . . . . 
Sweepback at 1/4 chord, deg 
Aspect ratio . . . . . 
Stabilizer: 
Span, in. . . . . . 
Maximum chord, in. 
Incidence 
Dihedral, deg 
Area, sq ft: 
Wing . . . . . 
Wing trimmer, left wing only 
Flaperons . . . . . . 
Flaps, total ..... 
Stabilizer, including elevators 
Elevator, including tabs 
Fin, including r udder 
Rudder, including tab .. 
23 
414 
492 · 75 
147 .5 
12, 330 
18, 304 
20,516 
26,676 
. . . • . Midwi ng 
NACA 64A010 
138 
69 
o 
o 
35 
4 
170 
41 
Variable 
o 
300 . 00 
2 . 37 
18. 50 
60 . 30 
49 · 56 
12 · 70 
21 · 52 
11 . 22 
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TABLE II 
AIRPLANE CONTROL-SURFACE MOVEMENT 
Control surfaces Movement Range) deg 
Flaperons . T.E . Up 55 
T.E . Up 30 Elevator T.E . Down 15 
L. E. Up 12 
Stabilizer . 
· 
4 
L .E. Down 6 
- I 
Wing flaps ( inboard) Down 40 
Wing flaps ( outboard) Down 30 
Wing lateral trimmer 
Up 15 
. . Down 15 
Rudder Left 25 . . . . . 
· 
. . Right 25 
Rudder trim tab (lower) Left 5 
· 
. Right 5 
T 
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TABLE III 
APPROXIMATE RANGE AND READING ACCURACY 
OF RECORDING INSTRUMENTS 
Measurement 
static pressure, lb/sq ft .... 
Impact pressure, lb/sq ft. .. 
Tail-pipe pressure, lb/sq ft . 
Inlet pressure, lb/sq ft . 
Differential static pressure, 
lb/sq ft .. . ..... 
Normal acceleration, g units . 
Longitudinal acceleration, 
g units .... . ..•.• 
Pitching velocity, radians/sec . 
Pitching acceleration, 
radians/sec2 . . . . . . . 
Rolling velocity, radians/sec .. 
Rolling acceleration, 
radians/sec2 . .. 
Elevator deflection, deg . . 
Flaperon deflection, deg . • . . 
Throttle deflection, deg . . 
Stabilizer deflection, deg . 
Angle of attack, deg . 
Temperature, ~ . 
Attitude angle, deg . 
Range 
o to 2,200 
o to 250 
o to 2,000 
o to 100 
-50 to 100 
o to 2 
-1/2 to 1/2 
-1/4 to 1/4 
-1/2 to 1/2 
-1/2 to 1/2 
-0. 8 to 0 . 8 
-30 to 15 
o to 57 
o to 62 
-6 to 2 
-17 to 34 
o to 100 
30 
Reading accuracy 
±2 
±0.2 
±2 
±0.2 
±0.15 
±0.005 
±0.005 
±O.OOl 
±0.003 
±0.003 
±0.004 
±0.2 
±0.2 
±0.2 
±0.02 
±0.05 
±0·3 
±O.l 
25 
\ Slat extended Flap deflected 
~__ 1 
r.ros s - section sketch of wing 
for landing c onfiguration 
193 . 1 -I' .LVI I i:> 
Fuselage reference 
1 0 20 ' Thrust 
Figure 1.- Three-view drawing of the Grumman F9F-7 airplane and a sketch o
f the wing cross section 
showing the slat, flap, and flaperon . (All linear dimensions are in inches.) 
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Figure 2 .- Photographs of the F9F- 7 airplane . 
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Figure 2 .- Concluded. 
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(a) Allison J33-A-16A engine. I ncreasing thrust; atmospheric tempera-
ture, 830 F; atmospheric pressure, 29.69 in. Hg. 
Figure 5.- Thrust response of the Allison J33-A-16A and Pratt & Whitney 
J48-p-8 engines installed in the airplane to step throttle movements. 
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Throttle movement 
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(b) Allison J33 -A-16A engine . Decreasing thrust; atmospheric temperature, 
830 F; atmospheric pressure, 29 .69 in . Hg . 
Figure 5. - Continued . 
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(c) Pratt & Whitney J48-p-8 engine . Increasing thrust; atmospheric tem-
perature, 660 F; atmospheric pressure, 30.16 in. Hg. 
Figure 5. - Continued. 
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Figure 5.- Concluded . 
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Figure 7.- Drag for power approach and for an approach with no thrust 
compared with maximum thrust available f rom Allison J 33 -A-16A engine . 
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Figure 17 . - Comparison of flight data during a pull-up with airplane 
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Figure 18 .- Time histories of airplane motions computed by analog simu-
lation compared with desired variations of altitude and attitude angle . 
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